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Calculation of Profit Margin in a Sales Quote 

Pricing remains to be one of the critical areas in Sales for many customers implementing S/4HANA Cloud. 

I recently came across a business requirement on calculation of profit margin in Quotation that needed a 

minor tweaking in the standard solution, which I would like to share with you. 

Pre-requisite 

Knowledge of price management in Sales – S/4HANA Cloud 

Business Requirement:  

Customer is a software company that provides data life-cycle management solutions and consulting 

services to the enterprises. As part of their sales portfolio, they deal with license sales (processed with 

sales orders) as well as project services (consulting services processed with customer projects).  Both 

these verticals must go through a quotation approval process before a sales order or a project is created in 

S/4HANA Cloud (project is created manually as no standard integration exists between quotation and a 

project). 

The business requirement is to view profit margin in a quotation in percentage (not as calculated amount), 

which is the decision-making factor for each business opportunity. Only the approved quotations are 

processed further as sales orders or projects. 

Challenges 

In a standard pricing procedure, material price is represented by condition type PPR0 and the standard 

cost is captured with condition type PCIP as internal price. The standard cost is maintained in the 

accounting tab of material or product master. The profit margin calculated in the pricing procedure is the 

difference between material price and cost price i.e. PPR0 – PCIP.  

Currently a standard routine for Alternative Calculation of Condition Amount is assigned (routine number 

11) in the pricing procedure against the step for calculating profit margin. This condition value formula '11' 

computes the profit margin for a line item as a fixed amount.  This is done by subtracting the cost of the item from 

the net value.  This formula is assigned to a value line at the end of a pricing procedure to show the profit margin 

for the item. 

Further, in the standard solution offering, the calculation of cost (PCIP) is not allowed at Quotation level. 

This is controlled with requirement number ‘4’ assigned to condition type ‘PCIP’, so that the cost price is 

only determined for relevant item categories, other than quotation process. 
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With minor tweaking in the pricing procedure as explained in below section, following challenges were 

addressed –  

1. Calculation of Profit margin was made available at quotation level 

2. Profit margin is displayed in percentage and not as fixed amount (which is the decisive factor for 

business to approve a quotation) 

Solution Details 

 

► Copy the standard pricing procedure to create a custom pricing procedure before making any changes. 

The pricing determination settings have to be handled accordingly as per the new procedure created. 

► Replace the Alternative Calculation of Condition Amount assigned to step from ‘11’ to ‘18’. Formula '18' 

computes the percent contribution margin for the line item comparing the cost and net value of the item.  

This formula can be assigned to a value line at the end of a pricing procedure to show the percent 

contribution margin for the item. 

► To enable the cost price calculation at quotation level, remove the requirement ‘4’ assigned to condition 

type ‘PCIP. 

► Below is the snapshot of profit margin calculated in quotation in percentage. 
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